Genome organization and reorganization in evolution: formatting for computation and function.
This volume deals with the role of epigenetics in life and evolution. The most dynamic forms of functional genome formatting involve DNA interacting with cellular complexes that do not alter sequence information. Such important epigenetic phenomena are the main subjects of other articles in this volume. This article focuses on the long-lived form of genome formatting that lies within the DNA sequence itself. I argue for a computational view of genome function as the long-term information storage organelle of each cell. Structural formatting consists of organizing various signals and coding sequences into computationally ready systems facilitating genome expression and genome transmission. The basic features of genome organization can be understood by examining the E. coli lac operon as a paradigmatic genomic system. Multiple systems are connected through distributed signals and repetitive DNA to form higher-order genome system architectures. Molecular discoveries about mechanisms of DNA restructuring show that cells possess the natural genetic engineering functions necessary for evolutionary change by rearranging genomic components and reorganizing system architectures. The concepts of cellular computation and decision-making, genome system architecture, and natural genetic engineering combine to provide a new way of framing evolutionary theories and understanding genome sequence information.